Carbo-Clean Trading terms and conditions
Please ensure your local technicians business details are stamped below

Technician statute: Carbo-Clean technicians trade under the Carbo-Clean
branding and provide a professional Carbo-Cleaning services solely
originating from Carbon Cleaning service advertised on the CarboClean.com website. Carbo-Clean technicians use their own corporate
structure and are independent from Carbo-Clean.com. Carbo-Clean
technicians are not employees or partners of Carbo-Clean.com but work
on an entirely independent basis. Carbo-Clean.com will bear no
responsibility or liability for persons or business using the Carbo-Clean
mark to promote their services. You will find the trading name of the
persons or business offering a carbon cleaning service at the top of these
terms and conditions. If the technician has not completed the form with
their corporate or trading details please ask them to do so.
Payment: The client is required to pay for the Carbo-Clean service in full
with cleared funds prior to the technician carrying out the Carbo-Clean
service or on completion of the Carbo-Clean service. If a deposit has
already been paid to Carbo-Clean.com, only the balance will be due at the
time of the Carbo-Clean and should be paid to the technician conducting
the service.
Multi-vehicle discount: The technician may offer a discount for multivehicle bookings, provided the vehicles are available for the Carbo-Clean
service at the same time and location. If for whatever reason the
additional vehicle or vehicles are not available at the appointed time or
location, standard carbon cleaning fees will apply
Vehicle Warranty: Carbo-Clean.com or any person offering the cleaning
service have no knowledge of any vehicle manufacturers’ warranty being
affected by conducting a Carbo-Clean service. As we are not in a position
to have access to any vehicles warranty details it is the customer’s
responsibility to ensure that any warranty covering any vehicle will not be
affected by having a Carbo-Clean service.
Economy savings: Carbo-Clean service aims to assist you in reducing your
fuel consumption of your vehicle. By removing excess carbon build-up and
freeing some components within your vehicles engine, and clearing the
airways within the engine, savings can be achieved by the engine running
more freely. Any economy savings are dependent on the level of carbon
congestion and dependent on the manner in which a vehicle is driven.
Carbo-Clean.com or any technicians cannot state any predicted savings.
Power Gains: The brake horse power (BHP) and torque gain information
estimated by Carbo-Clean or any technicians are estimates and dependent
on the Carbon congestion build up within a vehicles engine.

Reduced emissions: By removing Caron build-up from within the engine
and from major engine components you can expect to see a reduction in
vehicle emissions. However if there are any underlying issues with your
vehicle that are causing an increase in vehicle emissions it should not be
expected that a Carbo-Clean service can rectify those issues and emissions
may not be reduced
Vehicle condition and serviceability: It is the responsibility of the client to
ensure that the vehicle and vehicle components are in good condition and
have been serviced and maintained in accordance with the manufacturers
guidelines. Carbo-Clean or any technicians cannot be held responsible for
the failure of any vehicle components which may arise after Carbo-Clean
have conducted a Carbo-Clean service. The client needs to be aware that
restoring lost power and performance to a vehicle may have an adverse
effect on particular components, where components are not of suitable
standard or have not been maintained in accordance with the
manufactures guidelines. Carbo-Clean advises against the cleaning of
excessively high mileage vehicles where certain engine components may
be worn or have not been serviced in accordance with the manufactures
service schedule. Carbo-Clean will accept no responsibility for engine or
engine component failure. It is recognised that restoring a vehicle lost
power may highlight any weakness that your vehicle or any components
already have.
Liability limitation: In the event of death or personal injury arising from
Carbo-Clean negligence, Carbo-Clean will not be liable to the client for any
indirect, incidental or consequential damages or loss of profit arising out
of the Carbo-Clean services, even if Carbo-Clean has been advised of the
possibility of such damages. Some jurisdictions do not allow the limitation
or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to a technician offering the
carbon cleaning service. save in respect of claims for death or personal
injury arising from Carbo-Clean negligence, Carbo-Clean liability and the
liability of the Carbo-Clean technician to the client for actual damages for
any cause whatsoever, regardless of the form of the action, will be strictly
limited any liability to the amount equal to any fees paid to Carbo-Clean
or a technician for the carbon cleaning service. The limitation on CarboClean liability will apply regardless of the form of action, whether under
statute, in contract or in tort including negligence or any other form of
action. For the purpose of this clause Carbo-Clean includes its employees,
sub-contractors, technicians and suppliers who shall all have the benefit
of the limits and exclusions of liability set out above in the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

Customer Name:
Address:

Vehicle make:
Engine management codes or visual inspection notes:

Telephone Number:

Vehicle Mileage:

I have read the terms of business and agree to the terms above and agree to have my vehicle (s) Carbo-Clean at the price
agreed of £_______ per vehicle, total price paid £_________
Customer Name:____________________________ Signature________________________Date_____________________

